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ABSTRACT 
 
 The development of science can be rise of some alternative in a product. It’s 
supported by the step up or changing of taste of the consumer and the economic 
development. The innovation of product is a exact solution to do by the producer to 
complete the condition of product and to satisfied of consumer. By the planning and 
staking of product, a product is produced in accordance with the quality with the 
customer requirement. 
 The product of trial with lever automatic gear is the product which is needed to be 
innovation by the process of planning and staking product in that. Is because, the 
consumer demand specially the trial user in the things who wants to feel the benefit  
safety of it. With the measuring of anthropometric with measure (elbow stand up and 
high of waist stand up) will be get the plane of trial measuring with ergonomic and 
zero-one method for determine of performance value, the sum of making value of some 
product and values decision of a alternative solution can be chooser with is gotten from 
identification of customer requirement. By step planning process and the development 
of this product which can be fill the customer requirement. 
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